Declaration of Major or Minor in Economics / CSOM concentration

Date: ____________

NAME ____________________________________________________________

SCHOOL_________ YEAR OF GRADUATION __________

EMAIL ADDRESS ____________________________________________@bc.edu

Check all that apply:

I am: ___ dropping a major / minor [ __________________]
        ___ adding an Economics major
        ___ adding an Economics minor
        ___ changing the order of my majors
        ___ adding CSOM concentration in Economics
        ___ adding CSOM major in Economics*

List Majors in order of preference [NOTE: your adviser will be in 1st major]

1) _______________________________

2) _______________________________

*CSOM Major: Pick up form at CSOM Dean’s office, return here for stamp and approval.

For questions about degree requirements, please visit the MCAS Department of Economics web pages. For questions about degree audit credit allocations, please visit Student Services in Lyons Hall for instructions on what is needed. For getting Course Approval and Degree Audit Substitution forms stamped, please see Gretchen Rowley, Maloney Hall 319.